COOKIE POLICY KUDRETMAKINE.COM
Last update: 2022-03-03
KUDRETMAKINE.COM respects your concerns about privacy
and value the relationship that we have with you. When you visit
or access our Website, we will use cookies to provide you with
the best experience and a more customized service. By using
our Website, you are consenting to our use of cookies in accordance
with this Cookie Policy and our Privacy Policy.
This Cookie Policy explains what cookies are, how we use them
and what benefits they bring which is a part of our Privacy Policy.
If you do not agree to our use of cookies in this way, you should
set your browser settings accordingly, disable the cookies that
we use or not use our Website at all. If you disable the cookies
we use, this may impact your user experience while on the Website.
1.

What is a cookie?

Cookies are small text files (composed only of letters
and numbers) that are sent to and stored on your computer,
smartphone or other device for accessing the Internet, whenever
you visit a website. Each cookie is unique to your web browser. It will
contain some anonymous information such as a unique identifier
and the website name and some digits and numbers. Cookies
are specific to the server that created them and cannot be accessed
by other servers, which means that they cannot be used to track your
movements around the web.
Most websites you visit will use cookies in order to improve your
user experience by enabling that website to ’remember’ you, either
for the duration of your visit (using a ’session cookie’) or for repeat
visits (using a ’persistent cookie’).
KUDRETMAKINE.COM use cookies for a variety of reasons, such
as to compile
anonymous,
aggregated
statistics
that
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allow us to understand
how people
use our Website
and to help us improve
its structure
and content
and also
help us measure
the effectiveness
of advertising
campaigns;
for testing and carry out other purposes.
Cookies may be set by the website you are visiting (’first party
cookies’) or they may be set by other websites who run content
on the page you are viewing (’third party cookies’).
We don’t
sell
the information
collected
by cookies,
nor do we disclose the information to third parties, except where
required
by law (for
example,
to government
bodies
and law enforcement agencies).
2.

What cookies do we use?

Strictly
necessary. These cookies are essential to make
our Website work correctly, they enable you to use our features.
o Do

these cookies collect personal data/identify me?
o These
cookies
do not identify
you as an individual.
If you do not accept these cookies, it may affect the performance
of the Website, or parts of it.
Performance Cookies. These cookies collect information about
how you use our Website,
for instance
the time
spent
on our Website, and any issues encountered, such as error messages.
This helps us improve the performance of our Website.
o Do

these cookies collect personal data/identify me?
o These
cookies
do not identify
you as an individual.
All information these cookies collect is aggregated and therefore
anonymous. It is only used to improve how a Website works.
Functionality Cookies. These cookies allow our websites
to remember the choices you make (such as, language) to provide
a more personalised online experience.
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o
o

Do these cookies collect personal data/identify me?
The information these cookies collect may include personal data
that you have disclosed. If you do not accept these cookies,
it may affect the performance and functionality of the website
and may restrict access to content on the Website.
Name

Description

ymex

Registers data on visitors’
website-behaviour.

yabs-sid

Session ID

yandexuid

Registers data
on visitors’websitebehaviour
Used for identifying site
users
Registers data on visitors’
website-behaviour
Collects information
on visitor behavior

Category
Strictly
necessary
Strictly
necessary

End of browser
session
End of browser
session

Strictly
necessary

End of browser
session

Strictly
necessary
Strictly
_____dc
necessary
Strictly
yuidss
necessary
Strictly
client_code Used to distinguish users
necessary
_ym_visorc_61 Registers data on visitors
Strictly
577842
‘website-behaviour
necessary
Determines whether a user Strictly
_ym_isad
has ad blockers
necessary
Used for identifying site
Strictly
_ym_uid
users
necessary
roistat_first_vi Used for identifying site
Strictly
sit
users
necessary
roistat_marke Used for identifying site
Strictly
r_old
users
necessary
i

Expiry

1 minute
1 day
2 days
1 months
1 months
2 days
1 year
1 year
1 year
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Name
_ym_d

Description

Category

Saves the date of the user’s
first site session

roistat_is_nee
Used for identifying site
d_listen_requ
users
ests
_ga
Used to distinguish users
roistat_visit_c Used for identifying site
ookie_expire users
_gid
Used to distinguish users
roistat_visit

Expiry

Strictly
necessary

2 years

Optional

10 years

Optional

10 years

Optional

10 years

Optional
Optional

10 years
10 years

You have the option to opt out of writing your anonymized browsing
history to analytic cookies on our Website. We use the services
of the providers listed below. You can read more about their privacy
policy and find out how you can refuse their analytical cookies
by clicking on the following links:
o
o

Google Analytics: http://www.google.com/analytics/learn/privacy.html
Yandex.Metrica: https://metrica.yandex.com/about/info/data-policy/

You can also
read
the privacy
we use to collect data:
o
o

policies

of the services

that

Roistat: https://roistat.com/ru/privacy
Amocrm: https://www.amocrm.com/privacy/

3. Duration of the cookie we use
In terms of duration,
on our Website
o
o

we may use two different

types

of cookies

Session Cookies. These cookies are temporary cookies that remain
on your device until you leave our Website; or
Persistent Cookies. These cookies remain on your device for much
longer or until you manually delete them (how long the cookie
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remains on your device will depend on the duration or «lifetime»
of the specific cookie, as well as your browser settings).
4. How to manage your cookie settings
There are various ways in which you can manage and control your
cookie settings. Please remember that, by deleting or blocking
cookies, some of the features of the Website may not work properly
or as effectively.
Turning off cookies via your web browser.
Most web browsers will provide you with some general information
about cookies, enable you to see what cookies are stored on your
device, allow you to delete them all or on an individual basis,
and enable
you to block
or allow
cookies
for all websites
or individually selected websites. Please note that the settings offered
by a browser or device often only apply to that particular browser
or device.
To find out more about cookies, including how to see what cookies
have
been
set and how to manage
and delete
them,
visit www.allaboutcookies.org.
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